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(t) be operator-valued functions of time. No attempts will be made to dis-







be a permutation of the n numbers [12   n], and S
n
the corresponding permu-
tation group. We dene the time-ordered product U [s] to be the integral

































































of U [s] over all permutations s 2 S
n












The decomposition formula expresses U
n
in terms of the time-ordered com-




   s
n




   s
n
],
but with the products of H
i


































)]   ]]]: (3)
For n = 1, we dene C[s
i
] = U [s
i
]. Similarly, the operator C
n
is dened to be












It is convenient to use a `cut' (a vertical bar) to denote products of C[  ]'s.
For example, C[31j2]  C[31]C[2], and C[71j564j2j3]  C[71]C[564]C[2]C[3].
Given a sequence [s] of numbers with s 2 S
n
, its cut sequence [s]
c
is obtained







for all i < j. In other words, we should proceed from left to right and
put a cut after the smallest number encountered. The rst cut is therefore put
after the number `1'; the second after the smallest number to the right of `1',
etc. For example, [5413267]
c
= [5431j2j6j7], and [1267453]
c
= [1j2j67453].
3 General Decomposition Formula



























Figure 1: The decomposition of 3!U
3
in terms of C[s]'s.









= C[1j2j3]+C[21j3]+ C[31j2]+ C[1j32]+C[321]+ C[231]
4!U
4
= C[1j2j3j4]+ C[321j4]+ C[231j4]+ C[421j3]+ C[241j3]+ C[431j2]
+ C[341j2]+ C[1j432]+ C[1j342]+ C[21j43]+ C[31j42]+ C[41j32]
+ C[21j3j4]+C[31j2j4]+ C[41j2j3]+C[1j32j4]+ C[1j42j3]+C[1j2j43]
+ C[4321]+ C[3421]+ C[4231]+C[3241]+ C[2341]+ C[2431] (6)
Using a lled circle with n lines on top to indicate n!U
n
, and an open circle for
C[s], these formulas can be expressed graphically as shown in Fig. 1.
4 Special Decomposition Formula
Great simplication occurs when all H
i
(t) = H(t) are identical, for then U [s]
and C[s] depend only on n but not on the particular s 2 S
n
. In that case all
U [s] = U
n
and all C[s] = C
n










































The sum in the rst equation is taken over all k, and all m
i












is just the product of the number
of numbers to the right of every cut (times n). Note that it is not symmetric
under the interchange of the m
i
's. It is this asymmetry that makes the formulas
for K
n
in (12) rather complicated.




















































































































































Figure 2: The decomposition of U
3
in terms of C
m
's.
The graphical expression for U
3
is given in Fig. 2.




















can be computed from the time-ordered products U
n
. The factorization char-
acter in (7) and (8) suggests that it may be possible to sum up the power series
U
n
to yield an explicit exponential function of the C
n




First assume all the C
m
i
in (7) commute with one another. Then it is possible

































5.2 General Exponential Formula
In general the C
j
's do not commute with one another so the exponent in (10)
must be corrected by terms involving commutators of the C
j
's. The exponent
K can be computed by taking the logarithm of U [5]:









































The resulting expression must be expressible as (multiple-)commutators of the
C's. In other words, only commutators of H(t), in the form of C
m
and their
commutators, may enter into K. This is so because in the special case when
H(t) is a member of a Lie algebra, U is a member of the corresponding Lie
group and so K must also be a member of a Lie algebra.
By denition, K
i



































































































=n, plus the compensating terms in the form of commu-
tators of the C's. By counting powers of H(t) it is clear that the subscripts
of these C's must add up to n, but beyond that all independent commutators
and multiple commutators may appear. For that reason it is rather diÆcult to
obtain an explicit fomula valid for all K
n
, if for no other reason than the fact
that new commutator structures appear at every new n. It is however very easy
to compute K
n




Moreover, when we stick to commutators of a denite structure, their coef-





] in any K
m+n







See Ref. [5] for similar formulas for multiple commutators.
6 Applications
These formulas can be applied to mathematics and physics in various ways,
depending on our choice ofH
i
(t) and the integration interval [T
0
; T ]. If we choose
the interval to be [T
0
; T ] = [0; 2], and the operator H(t) to be P for t 2 [1; 2] and
Q for t 2 [0; 1], then U = exp(P ) exp(Q), C
1
= P +Q, C
m+1




and eqs. (11) and (12) lead to [5] the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formula








































[P; [P; [P; [P;Q]]]] 
1
720




[P; [Q; [Q; [Q;P ]]]]+
1
360




[P; [Q; [P; [Q;P ]]]]+
1
120
[Q; [P; [Q; [P;Q]]]]; (14)
The case when [P;Q] commutes with P and Q is well known. In that case all
K
n
for n  3 are zero. Otherwise, up to and including K
4
this formula can be
found in eq. (15), x6.4, Chapter II of Ref. [6].
By choosing the interval to be [T
0
; T ] = [ 1;1], and the operators to be




, we obtain a nonabelian eikonal formula [1, 3, 5] useful
in physics. In that case U
n
is the nth order tree amplitude for an energetic
particle with four-momentum p









. The decomposition formula (5) can then be interpreted as
a repackaging of the tree amplitude into terms in which interference patterns
in the spacetime and the internal quantum number variables are explicitly dis-
played. Such (destructive) interferences lead to cancellations, and the formula
can be conveniently used to demonstrate the cancellations necessary for the self
consistency of baryonic amplitudes in large-N
c
QCD [1, 2]. It can also be used
to obtain a simple understanding as to why gluons reggeize in QCD but photons
do not reggeize in QED [3, 4].
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